
71 Charles Ulm Place Eagle Farm QLD 4009 Australia

Designed & Imported by:
OZtrail Leisure Products

www.oztrail.com.au
Made in China

CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Wipe down all surfaces with fresh water after use. To remove 
marks, use a soft brush or sponge with fresh water and mild detergent only and rinse 
with fresh clean water. Allow to dry thoroughly. Never pack away damp, dirty or wet.
After beach use or wet conditions treat all metal components with silicon spray.

MATERIALS: Pole Steel, Wall polyester

COMPACT GAZEBOS WALLS KITS ARE SUITABLE 
FOR ALL 2.4m & 4.8m WALL LENGTH MODELS.
DELUXE GAZEBO WALL KITS ARE SUITABLE FOR 
ALL 3.0m & 6.0m WALL LENGTH MODELS.
MEGA GAZEBO WALL KITS ARE SUITABLE FOR ALL 
4.5m WALL LENGTH MODELS.

Deluxe 3m Half Height Solid Wall
MPGW-30SHW-A

You will require 4 wall kits to enclose the entire 3.0 x 
3.0m Gazebo and 6 wall kits to enclose the entire 
6.0 x 3.0m Deluxe Pavilion.
On some Gazebo models the walls will not touch 
the ground when the Gazebo is set to the maximum 
height.

Assemble the 3 section pole and slide it gently 
through the pole sleeve that runs along the top of the 
wall.

Using the claps at each end the pole, connect the 
claps firmly but not tight to the leg upright at 
approximately halfway up the leg. Checking the 
hooks on the bottom corners of the wall can reach 
and attach to the leg feet. 

Now attach the hooks to the feet and gently re-adjust 
the claps to make the wall sit neatly. Make sure the 
claps are firm but not tight.

Locate the Velcro® tabs on the wall, found just below 
the pole claps. Secure the wall kit to the legs of the 
Gazebo using these Velcro® tabs.

OZtrail warrants this product against defects for a period of one year from the 
date of purchase.  OZtrail will repair or replace the product, at its discretion, 
should a warrantable defect arise within the warranty period. If the exact model is 
unavailable a model of equivalent nature will be substituted at our discretion.  
This warranty excludes faults and failures caused by improper use and abuse; fair 
wear and tear; or failure to follow instructions regarding care and maintenance.  
Products used for a commercial nature are not covered by this warranty against 
defects.  A warranty may be claimed by returning the product to its place of 
purchase, with a detailed proof-of-purchase clearly showing the date and detail of 
the purchase.  You may also contact OZtrail Leisure Products, by phone: 
07 3193 1110, or in writing: PO Box 1110, Eagle Farm QLD 4009, by email: 
warranty@oztrail.com.au.  The benefits under OZtrail’s warranty against defects 
are in addition to other rights and remedies under law in relation to goods.  
Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian 
Consumer Law.  You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and 
for compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage.  You are 
also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of 
acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.
For more detailed information and an explanation of these terms see 
www.oztrail.com.au/warranty

9 320531 028511


